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Abstract

One of the most commonly used discriminative approaches in
parameter estimation for Hidden Markov Models is the Min-
imum Classification Error (MCE) method ([1]). This paper
studies possible choices for the classes (i.e. basic speech units)
in MCE training and their application for several tasks suitable
for speech driven dialog systems in the telephone environment.
The considered choices of classes are HMM states, phonemes,
words and sequences of words. The theoretical suitability and
practical considerations for the different criteria are discussed.
Using the different training criteria consistent experimental re-
sults are given for four tasks: non–task–specific training, train-
ing for small vocabulary isolated word recognition, training for
connected digit recognition and for letter recognition. In all ex-
periments not only the objective of the optimization but also
the resulting word recognition performance is investigated. It
shows that for the given setup only word and word string based
criteria are capable to reduce the word error rate.

1. Introduction

One of the fundamental problems in speech recognition is the
estimation of parameters for statistical models like Hidden Mar-
kov Models. While Maximum Likelihood (ML) parameter es-
timation is still the standard method for this task, so called
discriminative parameter estimation methods can lead to better
recognition performance. One of the most commonly used dis-
criminative training methods is Minimum Classification Error
(MCE) training ([1]). Within the MCE framework an differ-
entiable approximation of the error rate is minimized for clas-
sification of the training patterns. In MCE training for speech
recognition one can choose between several reasonable classes
for which discrimination is maximized. This paper considers
four possible choices of classes: HMM states, phonemes, words
and strings of words. Theoretical suitability, implementation
considerations and computational complexity for the possible
classes are discussed in section 2. The properties of the dif-
ferent training criteria concerning recognition performance are
evaluated in a series of consistent experiments. Four different
training tasks are investigated: small vocabulary isolated word
recognition, non–task–specific training, continuous digit and
letter recognition (section 3). Experimental results are given
for a Continuous Density Hidden Markov Model based speech
recognition system which is described in section 3.1. In section
4 some conclusions are drawn.

2. Minimum Classification Error Training
2.1. Basic Approach

In MCE training the objective function is defined as a differen-
tiable approximation of the error rate on the training material.
Using an optimization method like gradient descent the param-
eter set of the classifier can then be adjusted to minimize this
objective.

In a first step a misclassification measure d(S;Λ) for a pat-
tern S and the parameter set Λ is defined as the log likelihood
score difference of the correct model λi and the most probable
competitive model:

d(S;Λ) = max
j 6=i

g(S;λ j)�g(S;λi) (1)

The log likelihood score of a model is defined as g(S;λ) =
log p(S;λ). In a more general definition of the misclassifica-
tion measure all possible competitive models are considered.
The simplified definition (1) requires only the best competitive
model and as a consequence only a 2–best search. Given the
definition (1) the correctness of the classification determines the
sign of d.

Then the misclassification measure is embedded in a sig-
moid function

l(d(S;Λ)) =
1

1+ e�γd(S;Λ) (2)

and the objective function is formed as the loss function for the
whole training set fS1;S2; � � �SR

g:

l(fSr
g;Λ) =

1
R

R

∑
r=1

l(Sr;Λ) (3)

According to the the General Probabilistic Descent (GPD)
method the parameters are reestimated iteratively (iteration in-
dex n):

Λn+1 = Λn � εnUn∇ l(fSr
g;Λn) (4)

In the described system a very simple gradient search with a
constant step size εn = const and the identity matrix for Un =
const is employed.

The critical parameters γ and ε for the MCE based training
are adjusted according to the methods described in [2].

In the above definitions the choice of confusion classes and
patterns S respectively is not fixed to specific speech units like
phonemes. Depending on the training task and the available
computational resources several choices for the MCE classes
are possible. The next section discusses the theoretical suitabil-
ity and practical considerations for four different possibilities of
defining the MCE confusion classes.
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2.2. HMM States as MCE Classes

The smallest possible units in an Hidden Markov Model based
system are the states of the HMMs. States are chosen as the
classes for the Linear Discriminant Analysis that is applied in
all systems described in this paper. Considering this fact HMM
states seem to be an appropriate choice of classes for which sep-
arability should be optimized. On the other hand this objective
function is not directly related to the goal of the application that
is more related to the word error rate.

Following the notation in section 2.1 a pattern S corre-
sponds to a single feature vector ~x and a model λ corresponds
to a probability density function associated with a HMM state.
MCE training with the classes chosen to HMM states is called
Minimum State Error training (MStateE) ([3]). A similar crite-
rion based on Maximum Mutual Information was proposed in
[4].

The implementation of MStateE training for one utterance
consists of 3 steps: first, a forced Viterbi alignment is applied
to extract all non–silence frames (state error rates are only mea-
sured on non–silence parts). Second, for all those frames all
state specific log likelihood scores must be calculated. Then
MCE computation according to the scores can take place fol-
lowed by parameter reestimation itself.

The computational most complex step in MStateE training
is the computation of all log likelihood scores. Using a state of
the art microprocessor (about 500 MHz) this computation can
be carried out in a fraction of real time even for large models
with several thousands of mixture components. So the proper-
ties of MStateE training concerning computational complexity
are well suited for a practical application.

2.3. Phonemes as MCE Classes

The use of MCE training for minimization of the phoneme error
rate is a popular approach ([5]). As recognition performance is
often described with the phoneme error rate, the choice of phon-
emes for MCE training seems reasonable. This work focuses
on minimization of the error rate for isolated phoneme classifi-
cation. A different approach would be the choice of complete
phoneme sequences as MCE classes ([6]). This approach is not
considered in this paper.

In our implementation of Minimum Phoneme Error (MPE)
training each utterance is segmented on a phoneme level using a
forced Viterbi alignment. For each sequence of feature vectors
(pattern S) a N–best isolated phoneme recognition computes the
log likelihood scores. The parameter reestimation itself is iden-
tical to the one in MStateE training.

The computational complexity of MPE training basically is
that of a N–best isolated phoneme recognizer. In this work only
context independent phoneme models are investigated. Again
this can be processed with powerful microprocessors in a frac-
tion of real time.

2.4. Words as MCE Classes

As the word error rate is the most appropriate mean to measure
the performance of an automatic speech recognizer, the choice
of words as classes for MCE training seems very reasonable.
This results in a procedure very similar to MPE training. Utter-
ances must be segmented on a word level and an isolated word
recognizer must be applied for computation of the log likeli-
hoods. The resulting computational complexity depends very
much on the size of the vocabulary. For small vocabularies (e.g.
50 words) Minimum Word Error (MWE) training is even less

complex than MStateE or MPE training. On the other hand with
bigger vocabularies (several thousand of words) MWE training
can require huge processing times like high multiples of real
time.

2.5. Word Strings as MCE Classes

A different mean to describe recognition performance is the
string or sentence error rate of a recognizer. The correspond-
ing choice for MCE classes are strings (of words). As MWE
training basically ignores effects like word deletions and inser-
tions the Minimum String Error (MSE) criterion ([7]) seems
more reasonable than the MWE criterion in this way.

To implement MSE training a N–best continuous word rec-
ognizer is required. The scores that must be used for MCE
related computations are those of whole strings. The compu-
tational complexity for a N–best recognizer is generally higher
than for a first–best recognizer.

3. Experiments
3.1. Baseline Technology

The baseline feature vector consists of 24 cepstral coefficients,
an energy parameter, first and second order derivatives. A su-
pervector consisting of two such vectors with 52 components is
transformed using a transformation matrix based on Linear Dis-
criminant Analysis (LDA). The classification system itself uses
only the first 24 components of the transformed vector.

The classifier is based on Continuous Densities Hidden
Markov Models. States are modeled by mixtures of Gaus-
sian densities with only one global variance parameter. 6–
state phoneme models and whole word models are in Bakis–
topology. Transition probabilities are not trained but set to some
fixed values.

Mixture densities are initialized using a clustering algo-
rithm. The number of mixture components is related to the
amount of available speech material for the corresponding state.
Maximum Likelihood optimization of HMMs is carried out by
means of Viterbi based parameter optimization.

Details on feature extraction and the underlying modeling
techniques can be found in [2].

3.2. Training for Small Vocabulary Isolated Word Recogni-
tion

Small vocabulary isolated word training and recognition experi-
ments are carried out on the so called (German) Voice Mail data-
base. The vocabulary consists of 62 words (command words
and digits). The database includes 520 speakers for training
and 261 speakers for recognition tests. Table 1 shows error
rates achieved with about 1800 Gaussian densities using dif-
ferent training criteria.

It can be seen that MStateE training leads to an increase of
word error rates although state error rates are heavily decreased.
MWE training increases state error rates while it leads to a
reduction of word errors as high as 43% (in comparison with
Maximum Likelihood training). It appears that in this setup the
correlation of word and state error rate is negative.

3.3. General Purpose Training

Speech material from 667 speakers in the German Speech-
Dat M database is used for phoneme based non–task–specific
HMM training. The speech material consists of phonetically
rich utterances and task specific material like digits, letters, city
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training training material test material
criterion state ER word ER state ER word ER

ML 60.2 2.7 61.1 3.0
MStateE 41.5 3.5 42.8 3.5

MWE 64.6 0.8 65.5 1.7

Table 1: Comparison of Error Rates (ER) for the training cri-
teria Maximum Likelihood (ML), Minimum State Error (MSta-
teE) and Minimum Word Error (MWE), small vocabulary iso-
lated word training and recognition.

names, . . . ([8]). Non–context–dependent phoneme models with
16 mixture components per state are employed. Table 2 shows
error rates for Maximum Likelihood and MStateE training on
the training material and the 62 word Voice Mail test database.

training state error rate word error rate
criterion (training material) (test material)

ML 64 6:8
MStateE 50 10:2

Table 2: Comparison of Error Rates (ER) for the training cri-
teria Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Minimum State Error
(MStateE), non–task–specific training, test on small vocabulary
isolated word recognition.

The result is similar to that for small vocabulary recogni-
tion: MStateE training heavily increases the word error rate
although the state error rate on the training material is signif-
icantly decreased.

In an second experiment the suitability of Minimum Phon-
eme Error (MPE) training for non–task–specific HMM training
was evaluated. Table 3 shows error rates achieved with ML and
MPE training respectively.

phoneme error rate
training CIP CPR word ER
criterion TR TE TR TE

ML 50.1 50.9 65.2 65.7 6.8
MPE 40.2 42.7 57.7 59.7 7.4

Table 3: Comparison of Error Rates (ER) for the training crite-
ria Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Minimum Phoneme Error
(MPE) for Classification of Isolated Phonemes (CIP), Contin-
uous Phoneme Recognition (CPR) and word recognition, TR:
TRaining material, TE: TEst material, non–task–specific train-
ing, phoneme recognition on phonetically rich material and iso-
lated word recognition with small vocabulary.

In the described experiment MPE training significantly de-
creased phoneme error rates for classification of isolated phon-
emes as well as for continuous phoneme recognition. Although
this is promising the error rate for word recognition shows a
significant increase.

As a last criterion for general purpose training MWE train-
ing is investigated. The vocabulary for MWE training consists
of 2701 words occurring in the training material. The real time

factor (total training time vs. duration of training material) for
this MWE training (not including ML training) on a 700 MHz
Pentium III processor is 10:2 which is practically acceptable.
The real time factor for ML–Training is 0:7. Table 4 shows the
word error rates achieved on the training and test material. The

training criterion
word error rate

training material test material

ML 35:5 6:8
MWE 22:8 6:4

Table 4: Comparison of error rates for the training criteria
Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Minimum Word Error (MWE),
non–task–specific training, classification of isolated words with
2701 word vocabulary and isolated word recognition with small
vocabulary.

word error rate on the training set is heavily decreased while on
the test set the reduction is only 6%. MWE training proves to be
effective but not as effective as in the small vocabulary training
task.

The complete SpeechDat M training set contains about 10
percentages of utterances from the 62 word Voice Mail vocabu-
lary. The question arises if the reduction of word error rate in the
above case is not exclusively caused by this utterances. In or-
der to investigate this question training was performed only on
phonetically rich material in the SpeechDat training set. For the
reduced training set the vocabulary consists only of 1700 words
with no overlap to the 62 word Voice Mail vocabulary. Table
5 shows error rates on the training set and the Voice Mail test
set. Obviously the performance of the ML model is decreased

training criterion
word error rate

training material test material

ML 24:1 9:0
MWE 12:8 8:2

Table 5: Comparison of error rates for the training criteria
Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Minimum Word Error (MWE),
non–task–specific training on phonetically rich material only,
classification of isolated word with 1700 word vocabulary and
isolated word recognition with small vocabulary.

due to the lack of training patterns out of the test vocabulary.
On the other hand the reduction of error rate on the test caused
by MWE training now amounts to 10% (from 9% for the ML–
model to 8:2% for the MWE–model).

As the SpeechDat speech material does not represent a spe-
cific domain like train table inquiries the computation of an ap-
propriate language model for the training task does not make
sense. But Minimum String Error training with such a big vo-
cabulary and no language model would require dramatically
high training time. For this reason MSE training was not in-
vestigated for the non–task–specific training.

3.4. Continuous Digits Training

Training and tests on a continuous digits task are performed on
the SieTill database ([8]). First Maximum Likelihood optimized
whole word models with a total of 2000 Gaussian densities were
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trained. Subsequently MWE and MSE based parameter reesti-
mation was performed. The real time factor was measured as
0:15 for MWE training and 0:32 for MSE training. Table 6
shows word and string error rates on the SieTill test set with a
mean string length of 3:2.

training criterion WER DEL INS SER

ML 4.8 1.0 1.5 12.2
MWE 3.7 1.0 1.4 9.5
MSE 3.4 1.0 1.0 8.8

Table 6: comparison of error rates for the training criteria Maxi-
mum Likelihood (ML), Minimum Word Error (MWE) and Min-
imum String Error (MSE), Word Error Rate: WER, DELetions:
DEL, INSertions: INS, String Error Rate: SER, training and
recognition on continuous digits material.

It can be seen that for the continuous digits task MSE train-
ing outperforms MWE training, mainly because of the reduction
of word insertions.

3.5. Training for Letter Recognition

Training material for the letter task ([9]) consists of speech ma-
terial from the German SpeechDat M and the SieTill database.
For recognition tests the German SpeechDat II database was
employed (mean string length 8:8). No language model was ap-
plied for recognition. Table 7 shows error rates for whole word
letter models with a total of 1500 mixture components.

training criterion WER DEL INS SER

ML 22.2 1.8 2.9 75.4
MWE 17.3 2.1 2.0 67.2
MSE 17.2 1.7 1.9 65.4

Table 7: Comparison of error rates for the training criteria
Maximum Likelihood (ML), Minimum Word Error (MWE) and
Minimum String Error (MSE), Word Error Rate: WER, DELe-
tions: DEL, INSertions: INS, String Error Rate: SER, training
and recognition on continuous letters material.

It can be seen that for the letter task the reduction of word
error on the test set is about 22% for MWE as well as for MSE
based parameter reestimation. Concerning the string error rate
MSE again slightly outperforms MWE training.

For the given training task MSE training consumes about 10
time as much computing time as MWE training. Considering
this and the similar recognition results, MWE training seems to
be the better practical solution here.

4. Conclusions
Four different definitions for the choice of classes in Minimum
Classification Error training for Hidden Markov models were
investigated. The choice of HMM states and phonemes lead
to the local criteria Minimum State Error (MStateE) and Min-
imum Phoneme Error (MPE) which are not directly related to
the recognizers performance required for a speech recognition
application. The global criteria Minimum Word Error (MWE)
and Minimum String Error (MSE) appear to be more suitable
for the optimization of a recognition system from a theoretical

point of view. Concerning the computational efforts MPE and
MStateE show practical advantages as they allow faster HMM
training than MWE or MSE. Actually MSE can practically not
be applied for large vocabularies when no strict language model
is available. Experimental results do not encourage the use of
MStateE and MPE as both were found to worsen word recog-
nition performance — at least in the described system. For
small vocabularies the reduction of word error rate achieved
with MWE based optimization of Maximum Likelihood trained
models was found to be as high as 22% to 43%. For a non–
task–specific HMM training the reduction of word error rates
was only in the range from 6% to 10%. For continuous dig-
its MSE training significantly outperformed MWE based opti-
mization. Recognition results for a letter recognition task were
found to be quite similar for MSE and MWE training. As the
computational requirements are about 10 times higher for MSE
training than for MWE training, MWE training seems to be the
better choice for vocabularies like 31 letters.
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